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Best off road truck simulator for pc

Check out the entire No Gravity Games franchise on Steam This item is not yet available Offroad Transport Simulator is the ultimate sandbox experience full of off-road challenges, advanced raw terrain modification system, day-night cycle and many great features that will satisfy even the most hardcore drivers. As a freelance transport driver, you'll have a basic truck and rescue jeep at your disposal.
Complete your goals by delivering various loads to buyers. Earn money, earn reputation and leave your competitors in the mud. Use your earnings to repair and modify your vehicle. Buy brand new machines that allow the transport of different types of cargo such as wood, rocks, barrels and more. Express yourself by customizing your truck, change the painting job and customize it with stickers/decals to
build your own game brand! Open world with random events. Day/night system. Dynamic mud/dirt ground handling system. 11 Warehouses.8 Vehicles each with a complete basic physical drive model. Winch systems. Weight systems. Vehicle transmission systems in manual and automatic. Dynamic transmission systems. Diff locking systems. Vehicle customization.3 types of transport work, rescue
missions and cargo work. Independent trade in goods. Support for steering wheel controllers. Vehicle life, repair systems and repair stations. Minimum:Operating system: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10Processor: Intel® Pentium Dual Core 2.0GHz or equivalentMemory: 2GB RAMGraphs: Nvidia Geforce GTS 450 Series, AMD Radeon HD 6770 or later (min 1GB VRAM)DirectX: Version 9.0cStorage:
8GB Available Space Recommended:OS: Windows 7 Windows 8 processor, Windows 10 (64-bit):Intel® Core 2 Duo E6850 at 3.0 GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual Core 5800+Memory: 5 4GB RAMGraphs: Nvidia GeForce GTS 450 or AMD Radeon HD 6670DirectX: Version 9.0cStorage: 8GB Available Space Copyright © 2019. No gravity games. All gravity belongs to us. So there's no gravity! Are there no
reviews for this product Looking for some of the best truck games on PC? Truck drivers and truck drivers have become as mythologised in pop culture as modern cowboys, transporting crucial goods through rugged, lonely landscapes and spending days in their own company. Translating that experience into a video game has taken many forms over the past two decades, from Mad Max-like highway
battlers to full-effect simulation games where travel lasts as long as they would in real life. Although there aren't many truck games – you might get it wrong to be a niche genre – there are plenty of trucking game fans looking for the right trucking game for them. In an attempt to help People, we've assembled a handful of great truck games, including popular truck sims, but also branching out to physics-
based puzzles, platform games, and truck racing games. So whether you're looking to get lost on a long journey along the Pacific Northwest, you want to spend hours transporting your cargo through a single ditch, or you want to take your truck to a racecourse riddled with chicane, we have something for every type of truck player. HARD TRUCK 2: KING OF THE ROAD As truck games go, Hard Truck 2
tries to tick all the boxes. There are plenty of management and sim elements when it comes to managing your work, managing load, and hiring an ever-growing workforce, but there are also plenty of racing and aggressive driving - think of it as Euro Truck Simulator 2 meets GTA 5. With 12 different trucks to choose from, ranging from small trucks to large 18-wheeled wagons, you have plenty of options
when it comes to escaping police speed traps. Despite the elements of the simulator, you can safely cross an unexplored dirt road or bulldoz your competition off the road. The only thing that matters is to bring the cargo to its destination time. CLUSTERTRUCK This is not a truck game at all. However, there are trucks in it and it has trucks in the name, so we feel inclined to challenge your pre-guessing
notions about what truck games are. Clustertruck is the kind of platformer you've probably dreamed of as a passenger in a car, staring at a window and imagining someone parking across the horizon. The only safe places to land on this accelerating death highway are truck tops, but as you advance through the game the obstacles become increasingly extravagant so that slow-motion explosions, swinging
axes, and gravitational shifts are eventually avoided. American Truck Simulator ATS is actually a sequel to Euro Truck Simulator 2, which you'll find below. As such, many mechanics, physics and the overall pace of this truck sim game are the same. The only fundamental difference is the setting, and this is a big deal in a game where you spend hours looking out a window. The Us states of California,
Nevada and Arizona have been carefully crafted, from minor details such as signs illuminating a descent strip to major landmarks such as the Las Vegas Strip. After several hours of coastline across a desert highway, the bright lights and narrow streets of a city like San Francisco feel like an adrenaline rush. You'll start out as a freelance trucking professional, able to hire jobs from transportation companies
and start assembling some savings together so you can buy your rig. Once you have the funds, suddenly there's a lot more to consider and the real sim elements start to kick off while you're in charge of managing everything from fuel costs, where to sleep, and even getting the right insurance. Euro Truck Simulator 2 The appearance of ATS is a little less polished - although SCS Software has confirmed that
a major graphical overhaul is coming - but it remains one of the most convincing truck sims around. everything that makes American Truck Simulator fantastic was first built in Euro Truck Simulator 2, from surprisingly addictive mechanics and RPG management systems, to realistic and heavy handling. Europe boasts a lot of for truck drivers who are not present in the United States: narrower roads, different
international road rules, roundabouts. Euro Truck Simulator 2 is also older than ATS, which is generally a good thing in the sim community as it means there is more content, such as map expansions and truck brands. The basic European map is also much larger and more densely packed than its US counterpart, so if you're looking for more variety, Euro Truck Simulator 2 might be the best option.
SnowRunner Like its ancestor, MudRunner, SnowRunner is brutally difficult, constantly ruthless and will swallow colossal portions of your life for incredibly small progress. No, don't go! It's not for everyone, of course, but if exploring sprawling open worlds while hoping for carbon from immensely powerful engines and fighting meticulously simulated elements sounds like your jam, you're in a good time. We
like it, as our SnowRunner review attests. The game's amazing mud, snow, and water physics conspires to create some of the game's most punishing landscapes, while hammering big trucks and smaller scouts are a joy to carry. Yes, you'll regularly spend up to 20 minutes laboriously wriggling from the deep, clinging mud, but when you emerge - after carefully balancing the throttle and steering in a low
gear with the diff lock - you'll feel superhuman. It's as satisfying as beating a Dark Souls boss, which is really a great eulogy. FIA European Truck Racing Championship Carrying the load is fun and all, but every now and then you start to wonder what it would be like to throw a Scania into a hairpin bend like it's a Ferrari. The official game of the FIA European Truck Racing Championship is superb in
capturing the weight, speed and sheer impracticality of these behemoths tuned into racing. There are tire smoke banks when several trucks slow down before a bend, you need to constantly monitor brake temperatures and water levels, and then there is the difficulty of trying to overtake when even the largest sections of track can barely squeeze into two trucks side by side. You can sample some truck
racing at other driving games like Project Cars 3, but the FIA European Truck Racing Championship is the only dedicated option around. Forza Horizon 4 There are only a handful of full-strength trucks in Forza Horizon 4, but cheating along tiny country lanes in any of Britain's four distinct seasons is more than enough to make way for the lack of choices. There are a few racing events dedicated to race
trucks, and since it's a racing game, the truck selection is all up-to-date and tuned with speed and handling in mind. That you're tearing up a field in a 100-mile-per-hour Unimog or slapping some fake brand livery on your Volvo and following the rules of the road, this racing sandbox finds time for truck enthusiasts too. And these are our picks for the best truck games on PC. If you prefer your trucks loaded
with missiles, then then guide you to the best PC war games. And, in case you're on a budget, you can't beat the low-cost games offered by our list of the best free PC games. Now all that's left to do is transport some of these choices to your Steam basket. Basket.
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